TOWNLEY GRAMMAR SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

SPRING TERM 2010

TGSG Newsletter
Dear Parents/Guardians
The Spring Term ends at 1.45pm on Thursday 1st April. All pupils begin the Summer Term
on Tuesday 20th April at the usual time.
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On the 1st April we are saying goodbye to Ms Kuehl who has been teaching Miss Gooding’s
classes during her maternity leave and we wish her well in her new job at Colfe’s in
September. Miss Wright has been teaching Textiles during Mrs Anderson’s maternity leave.
We wish her well in her new home in Whitstable and for her future work with the Royal
Opera House on education projects.
Miss Barnett, Miss Littlewood and Mr Tugwell are to be married during the Easter holidays
and I would like to give them our good wishes on behalf of the school.
Tomorrow is my last day after seventeen years and two terms at the school. I feel very
privileged and proud to have been the Head Teacher of such an excellent school. Last
Saturday just over six hundred former students, who left between 1993 and 2009, came to the
school for tea and a reunion. I was delighted to see them all and as always I was impressed
by their achievements but also by their loyalty to the school. They were grateful for the
support they had received and the many opportunities offered to them. Townley has an
excellent group of teachers and support staff who are prepared to give their time and
experience to help give these opportunities, both inside and outside the classroom, to
students. I would like to thank them all for their hard work and commitment. I have been
very fortunate to have had such a team.

Pg 12

I would like to thank you all for your support over the years. The relationship between home
and school is such an important one. I have always enjoyed meeting you at concerts,
productions, committees and at parents’ evenings. I would particularly like to thank the PTA
for their unfailing support.

STOP PRESS
Don’t
Forget

There are many things I will miss about Townley but certainly the people in the school
community, the students, the staff and parents are number one on my list. However, I leave
knowing that the school is successful with many happy students and also that it will be well
led by my successor, Mr Deehan. I am sure he will enjoy being Head Teacher just as much as
I have been and will be as proud of the students as I am. I wish the school all the very best
for the future and for me it will always be a very special place.

Your
Easter
Revision
Classes

The final parents’ evening of the year is for Year 9 on Thursday the 22nd April from 4.30pm
– 7.30pm. Year 9 have all received details of the GCSE courses on offer for September
2010. We have enjoyed seeing so many of you at Parents’ Evenings this term to discuss
your daughter’s progress. Many of you have passed on your thanks and appreciation for the
support which staff give to your daughters.
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There are some revision sessions for Years 11, 12 and 13 in the holidays and they have been informed of the dates
and times of these sessions. I would like to wish Years 11, 12 and 13 well as they begin their revision for the public
examinations in May and June.
The Summer Term tends to be dominated by examinations and they begin for Year 10 on Monday 26 th April. The
GCSE examinations begin on the 17th May but practical examinations begin earlier. The A/S examinations begin on
the 5th May and A2 on the 10th May. School examinations for Years 7 and 8 begin on the 17th May.
I would like to remind everyone that GCSEs, A/S and A/2 examinations cannot be taken at any other time. These are
national tests and students throughout the country sit them on the same day and at the same time. Holiday forms are
never signed for absences during the examination period. Missed school examinations always have to be taken when
a pupil returns if they have been away from school.
I would like to wish everyone a happy Easter and I would like to thank the staff for all their hard work this term.
Once again thank you all very much for your support and I would like to give all students my good wishes for the
future.
Yours sincerely
Mrs L Hutchinson
Head Teacher
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will be very useful indeed and serve
as great revision notes. Although
owing Championships
unfortunately a rainy day, the
Congratulations to the following girls atmosphere was lightened by the
who competed at the Bexley Rowing enthusiasm of the entertaining
Championships at Erith Leisure
lecturers and the fact we were able to
Centre on Wednesday 20th January. see fellow Classics students and their
teachers. It was interesting and very
Victoria Blincoe
helpful to gain a variety of
Allana Wiesbauer
interpretations of the texts through
Niamh Steward
these concise and informative lectures
Louise McDermott
- which will come in handy when
Isabella Camilleri
trying to impress examiners in the
Danielle Row
near future!
Catherine Creamer
Casey Porritt
Rebecca Year 13
Natasha Wooderson
Jess Williams

R

Our A Team won the overall girls’
competition with our B Team placed
2nd! 13 schools took part.
We also won the mixed relay race,
pairing up with Hurstmere Boys.

Environment Day

Rebecca and Gemma Year 13

Rise of the Silver Surfers
The world of blogs, wikis and the
Web is no longer just a young
person's game. Townley Grammar
School has been running a
programme, in conjunction with
Bexley Libraries, to help older people
become more IT-literate.

Every week, Miss Cowling has been
leading Silver Surfer courses and
On the 9 February, two keen
environmentalists had the opportunity teaching groups of older people the
basics - from word processing and
to attend “Environment Day” at the
email to online shopping and using
Institute of Education in the
government websites.
University of London.
th

All the girls received their one, two or
three medals.
There were four fascinating talks by
lecturers from the Hebrew University,
Well done to all of you.
Jerusalem. They covered a wide
range of environmental topics from
Mrs Gill-Worron, Head of PE
how our actions influence climate
change to technological solutions for
dealing with the climate, two of
which will be on our A2 exam in
lassical Civilisation
June. An interesting example of a
th
solution was to use cloud seeding to
On Thursday the 25 February Mr
stop any rain during the Olympics!
Giles and the A2 Classical
Civilisation students embarked on a During our lunch break, we also had
journey to Euston, the Friends House. the chance to attend a small
Here we were listened to a number of exhibition with wall mounted
displays about some of the
lecturers on Virgil’s Aeneid and
technological projects as well as
Homer’s Iliad. All of the speakers
were experts in the subject as well as watching a short video and viewing
some PowerPoint presentations.
experienced teachers, so they were
able to pitch their lectures in order to
make them accessible to students –
At the end of the event, we were
and there were many!
supposed to have a guest talk by
Professor David Bellamy, who
The lectures were based very closely
unfortunately was unable to attend.
to the A2 Classical Civilisation
So although the day ended on a
syllabus, so all the information gained
slightly disappointing note, it was

C

thoroughly enjoyable and we would
like to thank Miss Spilstead for
giving us the opportunity to go.

“Thank you Miss Cowling for
yesterday, we both enjoyed it very
much and learned such a lot in a
short time we both hope it
continues.” says Mrs L Smith.
Plenty of people are living in this
increasingly technological world,
without going anywhere near a
computer. It's true that some think
there are better things in life than
being able to email someone in
another continent, but there are others
who want to learn, but don't know
where to go. Interestingly, the most
curious individuals are the over-60s.
We came up with an idea to offer
courses and fun activities for the
elderly and recently retired, at a
number of the libraries in Bexley,
including Thamesmead and Slade
Green. Being able to offer this free
service to those who want to ask
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makes me feel like I'm doing
something useful! The chance to
teach people who want to learn and to
see these 'students' gradually gain
confidence in a field that once
seemed so daunting, is just amazing.
Who said you can't teach “an old dog
new tricks”?
Miss Cowling.

me to combine my acting and singing
talents. It’s been very much a team
production and has inspired me to
continue my theatre and music
studies”
Other cast members showed equal
dedication to their demanding roles
and the overall standard of
performance was very high. Five
performances, following a tiring

Jesus Christ Superstar

rehearsal schedule, showed an
admirable level of commitment from
all participants. The energy and
enthusiasm of the dancers deserving
particular praise directed by Mrs
Brittle and Mrs Owen.
Head of Drama, Emma Webb, said

“Playing the part of Jesus requires

It was a great experience to stand in
front of the audience of eighty or so
people, whilst discussing feminisation
through Greek mythology, an escape
from tough-man stereotypes, as well
as Abercrombie and Fitch models –
our team earned a ripple of laughter
when an Abercrombie shopping bag
was held up, displaying a twenty-four
pack torso plastered over the paper.

“Putting on a production at Townley
is a pretty amazing experience. Not
only are we lucky enough to have our
own theatre, we also have the most
dedicated students and staff to work All of the competitors from the other
Bexley schools were of an extremely
with. They are all a credit to the
high standard, discussing topics from
school’.
comprehensive schools through to
reality TV and addictions.
Marcus Suranyi had the task of
organising the band and choir in this
much-loved version of the Passion of
Christ by Andrew Lloyd Webber and
Tim Rice. The musicians were
largely hidden from view but they
provided the backbone of the whole
performance and the quality of the
playing and singing was excellent.

Lydia Breden-Thorpe made an
impressive debut in the lead role.
She said,

On Tuesday 9th February a trio of
sixth-formers – Teddy Mears, Ryan
Cordell and Evie Howard – took part
in the annual Bexley Schools’ Public
Speaking Competition.
Led by Mr Giles, we had been
preparing our speech for the previous
few weeks, choosing the subject The
Feminisation of the British Man.
Each competing group had to talk for
fifteen minutes, which was divided
between three speakers, also leaving
time for questions.

Last month Townley Grammar
School for Girls staged one of their
most ambitious projects to date when
a cast of more than 50 students took
to the stage to perform the classic
rock opera ‘Jesus Christ Superstar’.
This amazing production included a
core team of five actors, a supporting
choir of thirty, a full rock band and a
professional and tireless backstage
crew. The magnificent set proved a
flexible and powerful framework for
the action and the lighting was
designed imaginatively to add drama
and atmosphere.

Public Speaking Competition

However, at the end of the night ,
Beths were the deserved winners with
their subject, The newest fad:
Facebook Addiction Disorder.
Chislehurst and Sidcup Grammar
meanwhile came second, talking
about Fifteen Minutes of Fame.

Those lucky enough to have seen this
show will find it stays long in their
We at Townley won third place – and
memory and those who took part will we’ve got the sparkling bronze
never forget it.
medals to prove it.
Mrs Archer

Evie Year 12
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Petite France Visit
On Friday 22nd January we went to
South Kensington to visit la “Petite
France” in order to gain knowledge
and improve our understanding of the
French way of life and to help us to
prepare for our exams.
We travelled to South Kensington
and on arrival we were greeted by
French staff, and were divided into
two groups. While travelling to the
Médiatheque we were given a list of
topics to match the A level syllabus.
We could do our research and it was
useful being provided with a list of
topics beforehand ( by Madame
Lindsey) as we were able to select the
topics we would have otherwise not
have thought about.
The first group were given a tour
around the Médiatheque which was
full of books, newspapers and other
resources from France. Whilst the
second group were given the chance
to select resources such as portfolios
and newspaper cuttings that we could
take notes from and that we could
photocopy. The portfolios contained
internet articles and newspaper
cuttings to do with the topic we were
researching. We were able to go onto
the internet to find articles that we
could print and use for our research.
The articles that we used were really
interesting and we spent over an hour
making notes and photocopying the
relevant information for our
presentations. We could also ask for
guidance from our teachers and help
from the staff that worked in the
Médiatheque.
It was different and really useful to
learn in a French environment and it

was good learning about what the
French authors write about and how
the French newspapers write.

support they have given us as well.
As you know this year is the year of
the tiger which officially started on
the 14th of February 2010.

Going to the Médiatheque allowed us
to talk to a lady who helps English
students who wish to go and study or
work in France. We could see the
prospects for a language student in a
foreign country. Having French
peoples’ opinions was good as we
were able to see what studying and
working in France is really like.

Chinese New Year is the most
important of the Chinese holidays,
and is a time of feasting with the
family, celebration, fireworks, and
gift-giving. It is a 15-day holiday,
beginning on the first day of a new
moon and ending with the full moon
on the day of the Lantern Festival.
The Chinese calendar is based on the
lunar year, so the date of Chinese
New Year changes every year. The
The teachers were really impressed
Chinese calendar follows a 12-year
with the way we worked
pattern with each year named after an
independently and the amount of
animal. There are various stories
useful information that we gained.
which explain this. The simplest is
We also thought that it was good
that Buddha (or the Jade Emperor)
having the independence to learn on
invited all of the animals to join him
our own. It was a good environment
for a New Year celebration, but only
to learn in. We enjoyed learning
12 animals turned up. To reward the
about the French life because South
animals that did come, Buddha
Kensington is unlike any other part of
named a year after each of them in
England, and we felt like we were
the order that they arrived, starting
tourists in France as we were
with the Rat, followed by the Ox,
surrounded by French people talking
Tiger, Rabbit, Dragon, Snake, Horse,
French in the street.
Goat (or Sheep), Monkey, Rooster,
Dog and Pig. Depending on the year
We then visited the National Gallery you are born, you are believed to
have the various character of that
to research and learn about French
year's animal.
Art and French painters to find out
that France has a lot of famous
Trafalgar Square was transformed
painters which we didn’t know.
with a diverse selection of live
performances for Chinese New Year.
Although Chinese New Year actually
Overall it was a very positive
experience and we felt we learnt a lot took place on the Sunday 14th
February, the London parade and
outside of the classroom.
dances happened about half way
Year 12B/FR1
through on Sunday 21st February.
The massive Trafalgar Square event
saw traditional Chinese dragon and
hinese Fan Dancing
lion dances with modern music and
We would just like to take a moment dance, and a line up of visiting
Chinese performers from the different
to thank Mrs. yang-Williams for
provinces in China.
organising Chinese fan dancing, we

C

have all had great fun and excitement
Lucy Year 8
whilst doing it, and we would also
like to thank our parents for all the
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2010 is the year of the Tiger. The
Tiger symbolises courage, vividness
and liveliness. Chinese new year's eve
is considered to be the most important
of all the traditional Chinese festivals,
and is a national holiday in countries
with a high Chinese culture
population. The celebrations of the
festival vary widely. Some people
will spend a significant amount of
money on buying presents,
decorations, food, material and
clothes.
It is traditional for every family to
thoroughly clean their house to drive
out any ill-fortune or bad spirits from
their house for the following year.
Another tradition is to give money in
red paper envelopes on the morning
of the new year.
Overall, we have spent three weeks
putting this short production together.
It has opened our eyes a little wider to
the Chinese culture. We have
experienced this through dancing and
listening to the Chinese music. We
have all immensely enjoyed
practising and performing this dance
and would like to thank Mrs YangWilliams for giving us this
opportunity.
Hannah Year 8

Business Studies Visit to the
Coca-Cola Factory

marketing strategy for a new product, competitions pupils should keep their
and presenting their ideas to Coca
eyes peeled in the English corridor
Cola managers.
and look, especially, at the Years 7&8
notice board.
The winning team (judged by a
Marketing Manager) each won a bag
and the staff at the factory were
lobe Players
extremely impressed by the creative, Year 8 have recently had a visit from
informative marketing plans
the Globe Players who performed a
produced by the girls.
range of Shakespearian activities,
including: sections from plays,
We then all put on very attractive
information and reading of
paper hats, hi-visibility jackets and
Shakespeare’s poetry as well as
ear phones and went on a guided tour contextual sketches. This
around the actual factory. The girls
introduction to Shakespeare is
saw how bottles of Coca Cola were
organised to support their study of
made; right from small plastic tubes Shakespeare in English.
being blown into bottles, being filled
and then being packed on huge pallets
and stored in huge warehouse as big
ear 8 Public Speaking
as a football pitch.
As the first half term of 2010 was
nearing its close, Year 8 were gearing
The visit enabled students to learn
up for a fantastic public speaking
more about one of the world’s most
competition which showcased the
famous companies, in addition to
great quality of skills that the year
being able to apply the theory they
have been learning in lessons works group have to offer. Speaking and
listening is a part of the English
in practice in real life businesses.
curriculum at KS3 and 4 and this
competition is designed to both
Mrs Morris
supplement the teaching of these
skills and provide an extra-curricular
opportunity for pupils to research
oung Writers
cross-curricular topics and engage
Pupils in Years 7-13 have been
actively with their world. After each
entering national competitions which Year 8 class had held its own
are looking for great writers and
auditions and selected a winning
asking competitors to demonstrate a group to represent their form. The
range of writing skills: from minifinalists prepared for the competition
sagas to poetry and rhyme, pupils at held in the Library.
Townley have put in a fantastic effort
to get involved in creative,
The quality of research, teamwork
challenging and exciting
and presentation was really excellent
opportunities. I am thrilled to be able and I know that the judging panel had
to report that not only are pupils
great things to say about all the
working hard to enter these
groups involved. This year’s winning
competitions, here at Townley, we
group were from 8.7 with an
have had an amazing amount of
insightful and considered speech on
winning entries!
cloning. Well done to, Francesca

G

Y

Y

This term, the GCSE Business
Studies groups went on a visit to the
Coca Cola Enterprises bottling plant
in Edmonton. On arrival at the
factory, the girls all chose a free Coca
Cola product from the fridge and then
spent an hour in the company
boardroom learning about the
company’s history, the products they
sell and the marketing strategies they Congratulations to Townley’s
carry out. They then took part in an
published writers!For more
activity which involved devising a
information about up and coming

Clemens, Noye Isamah and Libby
Wildego and to the runners up,
participants and supporters.
Miss McLaughlin
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Medea
On February 3rd 2010 Mr Giles took
his year 12 Classical Civilisation
class to see the tragedy Medea at the
Oxford Playhouse theatre. The school
mini bus journey took hardly any
time at all but when we finally
arrived in Oxford it was with pouring
rain and cold. So, with a students
50% pizza hut discount card the class
took off to a warm sit down and
bonding session in Pizza Hut. We
had a little time for sight-seeing
afterwards but soon it was time to see
the play.
The actress playing Medea was
enthusiastic to say the least, her facial
expressions touched the audience
with sympathy and fear. Although
some of the language was brutal, it
did portray her aggression and
emphasised the emotion of the play,
despite outbursts of nervous laughter
from the audience.

eg, cockroaches live on the forest
floor eating through wood and when
they leave manure it fertilises the
forest floor then that gets eaten by the
trees and plants.
We got to hold all sorts of animals,
here are some that we saw Giant
snails, Cockroaches, Tarantula,
Snake, Scorpion and a frog, other
forms got to hold some different
animals like rats but overall I think
that the whole year enjoyed ZOO
LAB coming in!
By Ruth Year 8

English Visit

A group of AS and A2 English
Language students accompanied Mrs
Archer to the Dominion Theatre,
Tottenham Court Road, not to see a
musical about Queen, but to listen to
an incredible line up of speakers
including Simon Hoggart, John
Shuttleworth, David Crystal,
The chorus of three women took a
modern twist on a Greek classic; with Michael Rosen and Deborah
Cameron.
a techno range of instruments they
caused a stir in a somewhat confused
Simon Hoggart, a political editor for
audience. To sum up the trip it
the Guardian newspaper, gave us an
brought to life the events which we
interesting insight into how
have studied eagerly over the past
few months and brought the Classical politicians use particularly complex
Civilisation class of 2010 together as language or jargon give themselves
more credibility, talking in particular
one.
about the war in Iraq. John
Shuttleworth, the Chief examiner,
Niamh and Carey Year 12
then followed by giving us helpful
examination tips. One of
the favourites however, was David
oolab
Crystal "(the man of English
Language who has written over 200
On Tuesday the 23rd of February the books including a Dictionary) who
pupils of year 8 had Zoo Lab come in appeared twice on stage and
because we were learning about the
immediately stimulated a roar of
TROPICAL RAINFORESTS and the laughter with his “more-than-cool”
animals that live there. The man who entrance.
was talking and letting us hold some
of the animals said all sorts of facts
On his first appearance he spoke to us
and information about the animals
about the language in the world of
and where they live in the rainforest

Z

text messaging and contradicted
many of the negative generalisations
made about those who text and the
use of texting itself.
Mr Crystal then spoke about the
development of language in babies
which he personally demonstrated
with sounds and actions.
Nevertheless, Michael Rosen also
received a big applause as he spoke
about the way English should be
taught creatively and not through
“worksheets”. He then went on to
discuss some of the theories such as
“language deprivation” and spoke
about research carried out on an AfroAmerican student from Harlem which
challenged many of the negative
stereotypes - all complete with the
accent of course.
Finally Deborah Cameron spoke
about language and gender which was
very relevant to what we have studied
already. She gave us an interesting
perspective on gender and shone light
on certain beliefs i.e. “women do not
talk more than men” (taking context
into account). Overall, the day was a
complete success and we left with a
handful of useful notes. A big thank
you to the English department for
organising such a fantastic trip.
Elsa Year 12

Duke of Edinburgh Award
On Sunday 7th March, in the interior
of a youth club in Foots Cray, an
eventual total of 80 Year 10 students
tumbled through the doors to be
registered for their all important
Bronze Duke of Edinburgh practice
walk. Each group of five had been
paired up with another group and, one
by one, were issued to a teacher who
would be their “helping hand”
throughout the day. We then got
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ourselves a ‘year-seven-sized’
rucksack between five students. Now
armed with a tent and trangia, not
forgetting our all important map and
compass, and lunch of course, we set
out into the surprising sunlight with
no idea of what the next six hours and
10k would bring.
The first leg of the walk was
reasonably easy, each tracksuit and
walking boot clad girl in the group,
sticking to main roads which were
well marked on our maps. However,
we soon reached the dirt tracks,
quarries and golf courses which
would be just a few of the challenges
during the day.

Townley Newspaper
Way back in October, Mrs Pandya
and myself advertised a number of
posts for the first ever Townley
Grammar School newspaper. The aim
was for it to be for students run by
students and we were not
disappointed!!

The response was overwhelming and
of such a high calibre that we soon
realised we had a very difficult task
ahead of us. Over two hundred
students applied from all year groups,
forms and with a huge variety of
skills and talents. With the assistance
We all learned that reading a compass
of Mrs Hutchinson, Mrs Garratt, Miss
is different when you actually have to
Fitzgerald and many other staff
rely on it to get you somewhere, but
members, we interviewed a number
luckily the teachers were there to
of applicants, in particular for the
steer us along the right path!
editorial team itself.
Unfortunately, the “right path”
generally led us to sincerely muddy
areas, which consequently meant we
were either sinking or sitting in
particularly foul smelling mud. This
experience was generally worse if it
was your turn to wear the ‘year-seven
-sized’ rucksack which pulled you
down.

Year 8 Globe Players
On Friday 19th March 2010, every
year eight pupil gathered in the
theatre to watch an amazing
production by the Globe Players
called 'An Introduction to
Shakespeare'. The show featured
clips from different Shakesperian
plays with a detailed introduction and
synopsis for each.
Everyone enjoyed the humour and
disaster of every script. using very
few props, they showed us what a
production would have been like in
Elizabethan times.
They also told us a little bit about
Shakespeare's background and gave
us the opportunity to ask any relevant
questions.

This was a very enjoyable and
informative morning which has
Every pupil interviewed performed
encouraged us to learn more about
exceptionally well in an intimidating Shakespeare. After this extraordinary
situation; many of whom had little or experience, we would love to take
no prior interview experience.
part in more opportunities just as
fantastic as this.

In February, the Townley newspaper Ella and Sophie Year 8
team was finally decided – a team of
seventy students from across the
Saying this, I have not spoken to a
school. In particular we would like to
chool Council
single person who did not enjoy this congratulate the two new editors
event and I think that the entirety of Suhanya Jeyashiri and Charlene
Spring Term Report 2010.
the Duke Of Edinburgh classes are
Osuagwu.
The focus of the School Council this
eagerly awaiting the qualifying walk
term has been concentrated on Bexley
in May, although I think a lot of
Youth Parliament and Bexley Youth
sweets and anti bacterial gel will have As we speak, the team are working
Council elections.
to be bought in preparation! Overall, I towards the first ever issue of the
would describe the practice walk as a newspaper – a special edition which This has involved the Council
learning about the electoral process
will be available at the end of this
fun experience and good character
term. Many thanks to everyone who whilst writing their manifestos,
building stuff! How could it not be
speeches and running their
has been involved so far and watch
with so much mud?
campaigns. The School Council went
this space!
to the Word Up event held at Bexley
We all went home exhausted but
Civic Centre to elect Youth
happy girls.
Miss Le Hur and Mrs Pandya
Parliament Representatives.

S

Catherine Burnett 10.5

As well as participating in different
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workshops several of the girls put
themselves forward as candidates and
I am pleased to report that Suhanya
Jeyashiri in 12.12 was elected as one
of the 2 candidates for Bexley Youth
Parliament. Congratulations to
Suhanya.

seemingly simple maze toys, we were
then too surprised to move when we
were announced as the winners. One
of the organisers, an alumnus of
Townley, congratulated us
The competition started with a group personally, seeing as we were the first
question round in which as a team,
all girls team she’d seen win a
we worked to answer 10 questions in regional final so far!
The School also held elections this
45 minutes. As this was always our
term to appoint two representatives
weak point in ‘training’ we were
We now look forward to more
for Bexley Youth Council. Elizabeth shocked to get 8 correct despite being months of training in preparation for
Ibitoye and Jackie Adomako in Year distracted by the staring boys as they the national final in June (with our
12 were elected and are now
walked past the hall (to whom we
maths challenge t-shirts!), although
members of Bexley Youth
waved and smiled) .We then
checking out the competition we may
Council. Well done to them and also completed the crossword round
have some work to do...
to the stiff competition from Omoye successfully (each pair received either
Osebor in Year 9 and Florentyna
the ‘across’ or ‘down’ clues but most
Finally we would like to thank Mrs
Mubeezi-Magoola in Year 12.
questions required other answers to
Vero for transporting us safely and of
complete) and enjoyed lunch whilst
course Mr. Kent and Mr. Gordon for
They all ran excellent campaigns. It watching sixth form boys do back
their hard work and encouragement.
was great to see so many of you
flips in synchronisation as Mr.
voting and taking an interest in
Gordon rolled his eyes at our
having your say in Bexley. Maybe it frivolity.
Victoria Year 9
will be you running a campaign next
year!
Next we commenced upon the ‘Head
I want to thank all of the school
council representatives for their hard
work, as although the elections have
taken up most of the time this term,
they have continued to represent your
views in all areas of the school.
Mrs Fenwick

Maths Team Challenge
On 10th March 2010, four Townley
students (Victoria Butterworth,
Michelle Vero, Tanya Nour and Juliet
Evans) achieved the nigh impossible,
beating St. Olaves at their own gameMaths Team Challenge!!! Our
months of Wednesday lunchtime
training paid off as we beat around 25
schools including St Olaves, the
‘home team’, much to our (and Mr.
Gordon’s) amazement.

animals when we arrived, we got
through the day with our sanity intact,
even if some of us complained at the
amount of maths we did overall!

to Head’ round, where it was
necessary to have an answer given by
the other pair to complete each
question and with this round there
was a slight competitive element as
we competed for extra points against
the team opposite us (we would just
like to boast that we scored these
bonus points against St. Olaves!)
During this time it was announced
that we were in the top 5 after the
first 2 rounds which pleased us all.
Our final round was the reason why
each of us had brought trainers, as it
involved sprinting across the hall
excitedly (but safely of course!!!).
Juliet took this round at a more sedate
pace compared to a couple of
hyperactive boys who deemed it
necessary to leap over discarded
chairs etc., and at this point I would
like to point out to my team once
again that it wasn’t my fault the girl
fell off her chair next to me.

Duke of Edinburgh Award
We arrived at school at 8:30am on the
morning of Friday 19th March 2010
with the daunting prospect of
spending a whole weekend camping
to achieve our Silver Duke of
Edinburgh Award. Fully equipped
with enormous and rather unsightly
rucksacks, we set off for our first
campsite, Farningham Woods Scout
Camp, which was 15km away (nearly
10 miles!).
The journey was long and exhausting
and the weather was miserable. Once
everyone had arrived at the most
basic campsite ever……or rather a
field just off the M25, we all decided
that it would be a good idea to set up
our tents and begin preparing our
gourmet meals of pasta or super
noodles on the trangia.

The thought of another day of
After initially being slightly worried
Spending
the
next
15
minutes
playing
walking made everyone even more
as opposing teams started on practice
with
infuriatingly
fiendish
yet
tired so camp bedtime was around
questions as we doodled baby
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7:30 - 8:00pm to ensure that we were
up bright and early the next morning.
After refueling our energy with
breakfast, it was time to embark on
another days walking. This time we
were heading for Downe Scout
Camp, which we were promised
would be ten times better than the
previous night.

thank Miss Mander and all of the
other teachers who helped out for
organizing and supervising us on this
tough but worthwhile experience. I
am sure that for some people, silver is
the stopping point, but many of us
wish to continue achieving and move
on to complete our gold award.

staff on the high standards that have
been achieved throughout GCSE, AS
and A2 Level candidates.

Outside of school the Jack Petchey
awards for this term were presented
to Ali Stroud (January), Hannah
Marshall (February) and Victoria
Blincoe (March) for their outstanding
Amy Year 11
commitment to Physical Education.
Townley have been represented well
During our 7 hour + walk, the
in Kent this term, entering under 12
heavens opened, much to our
and under 13 teams into the Kent
ports News
annoyance. This consequently meant
Netball Tournament where both
that we were unable to change out of This has been an extremely busy and teams played very well and in the
our saturated clothes until arriving at successful term for the PE
Kent Swimming Championships
department. We would like to start by where they were again, a credit to the
the campsite. We arrived at the
congratulating all the girls who have school. Success has also come for the
campsite and made dinner on the
participated in clubs, matches,
trangia in between rain showers.
school at the Bexley Cross Country
Everyone in camp had another early tournaments and championships.
where the year 7 team placed first,
They deserve to be extremely proud and the 8, 9 and 10 teams held onto
night, in order to be able to set off
of their performances and
early in the morning.
third place. Many girls were selected
commitments to sport at Townley.
from the races to go on and represent
We look forward to seeing you at
Bexley in the Kent Schools Final.
different activities in the Summer, so
keep a look out!
Our Indoor Rowing Teams entered
the Bexley Competition and the A
This term saw the introduction of
team won the overall event, with the
'Townley Colours' where girls are
B team coming second. Six girls
rewarded for their commitment to
extra-curricular PE clubs in any of the were then selected from the team to
activities offered. The scheme started compete in the East London Finals,
representing Bexley in March.
in January and has proven to be
motivating participants to come along With clubs being well attended and
and join in. The scheme will continue lots of school matches there has been
further success for the Year 7 Netball
Sunday morning came, much to
in the Summer Term, offering girls
team who won the league this year,
everyone’s relief, and after packing
the chance to claim their sporting
our sleeping bags and tents away for ribbon for continued attendance at a and for year 8 who placed third. The
Senior Team played in the Benenden
a final time, it was time to set off for club.
tournament and look forward to being
home. The final leg of the journey
seemed to rush by as all we could
In Key Stage 3 PE two new units of invited again next year.
think about was having a hot bath
work have been piloted. Girls in year
Towards the end of term we once
when we got home. We all staggered 8 have enjoyed Orienteering,
again held our inter-form tournaments
back to Cray Youth Centre at
culminating in following a course
different times and were collected by around school and year 7 took part in and were grateful to the weather that
our parents before returning home
Outdoor and Adventurous Activities. meant all tournaments were played
outside as scheduled. Each year group
after the longest weekend of our
Both of which have proven to be
lives.
worthwhile developmentally and will produced some outstanding
performances and behaviour and
continue next year.
organisation of the girls was excellent
On behalf of the 52 students who
as always.
In Key Stage 4 all the examination
took part and passed the Silver Duke moderation has been completed with
of Edinburgh award, I would like to very encouraging feedbacks given to

S
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The Year 7 Football Tournament was
won by 7.2 (player of the tournament
Nicoshae Barrett). The Year 7
Hockey Tournament was won by 7.5
(player of the tournament Holly
Clamp)

part in a visit with their Exchange
partners to Canterbury. Whilst there,
ance News
we undertook many activities to
improve both our English and French Lewisham Dance Company
and to spend time with our Exchange
th
partners, who, by that time, had been On Friday 12 March 2010, Year 8
were lucky enough to watch a dance
living with us for a whole week.
performance, made up of 19 dancers
The Year 8 Netball A team
aged 18 to 25 from Lewisham Dance
tournament was won by 8.4 (player of First of all, we embarked on the
Company. When we were all seated
the tournament Nilarnie Jeyashiri).
considerable walk to the Cathedral
and the lights lowered, the dancers
8.3 won the B team tournament and
from our coach, along the way, being firstly amazed us with a complex of
Cindy Ezechukwin won player of the able to see many features of the Old
contemporary warm ups showing
tournament.
Town.
flexibility and strength with a variety
of lifts and shapes. They performed a
Year 9 also played Netball and 9.2
When we arrived at the Cathedral
variety of dances from folk to jazz,
won the A Team tournament, and
Education Centre, the two groups
with a wide range of moods.
9.3's B Team won in their games.
(Townley and St Josephs) were split
The Year 10 Netball results were: A up to watch a video – either in French
Some of the dances were mysterious
Team winners - 10.2; B Team
or English - telling us all about the
and scary and the dancers created
winners Liz Dent and Hannah
Cathedral and its history.
awkward shapes and body tension
Braisted were awarded players of the
which was really enhanced by the
tournament.
Much of the information would be
music. Some pieces were alive and
useful to us later on in the day. Once
energetic and two performances even
Thank you to all the girls and staff
we had finished watching the video,
turned them into animals! The body
who helped and made the days a
we were taken back over to the actual
movements and costumes really made
pleasure to run.
Cathedral and, once inside, were
them resemble the animals that they
handed sheets containing many
were portraying making people laugh
Townley held it's annual Year 3/4
questions that we had to answer by
and watch in awe.
Cross Country Festival which was
walking round the huge building.
well attended and led by our Young
The final performance was an
Sports Leaders who were very
However, there was a slight catch.
effective on the night.
Townley’s questions were in French, amazing 1930s jazz and lindy hop
and St Josephs were in English. This piece based in a New York night
club. It was charismatic and cheeky
Keep a look out for all the new clubs meant that we had to work with our
with amazing use of hat props, leaps
that are starting in the Summer Term Exchange Partners to answer all the
such as Rounders, Athletics, Street
questions and using the new language and jumps. Overall it was a very
enjoyable treat for Year 8 and ended
Surfing and Tennis as well as those
skills we had (hopefully!) learnt
on a high when the dancers came out
that are continuing to run (Football
during the week we had spent
for their applause, we showed them
and Tag Rugby, which is moving to a together.
our Townley appreciation!
Wednesday night). We look forward
to seeing lots of girls at a variety of
activities, earning their Townley
Colours.
PE Department

Canterbury Trip
On Friday 20th March, the Townley
pupils participating in the French
Exchange trip with St Josephs took

D

Once the quiz was finished, we were
then given time to explore the Town- Jasmine Year 8
and shops-with our partners.
Danza Contemporanea de Cuba
Overall the trip was excellent. The
main exchange that was a memorable On 16 March dance students from
experience and the visit to Canterbury years 9 to 13 visited the Churchill
Theatre to see Danza Contemporanea
that was an end to a fantastic week!
de Cuba. We did not really know
what to expect as the title led you to
Isobel Year 8
believe it may have a Latin American
influence and yet the word
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‘contemporanea’ definitely suggested opportunity to see a contemporary
there would be an element of
company of this calibre.
contemporary in their style.

Berlin 2010

Rebecca Year 12
The company are apparently rarely
seen outside of Cuba and it was their
first ever major UK tour. From the
moment the curtain went up the scene Laban CAT Scheme Taster Session
was mesmerising. From a dark and
intimate start, the show gradually
built with excitement, culminating in
a carnival atmosphere.

After some negotiation, the Year 13
German class was finally able to visit
Berlin in January. In A2 German this
year, part of our course involves
studying German history including
the building and fall of the Berlin
Wall and the process of reunification.
This trip was a great opportunity to
learn about the topics first hand and
to experience Germany in many other
ways.

The show was split into three acts, the
first act, Demo-N/Crazy,
choreographed by Rafael Bonachela,
an internationally renowned
choreographer, showcased the
versatility and physicality of the
dancers. Both the men and women
performed outstanding partner work
including lifts, balances, and turns
that required high levels of strength,
flexibility and technique.

Twenty students were selected in
March to take part in a CAT scheme
taster session. The students were
taught a session on contemporary
technique and training in order for
them to sample the course that runs
each academic year at the Laban
Centre.

The second act was a little more
traditional in its approach and
beautiful to watch. There were often
many dancers on stage performing
contrasting phrases, always giving the Open auditions are held within the
audience something different to
next few months, To register for an
watch or focus on.
audition please go to
www.laban.org.uk
My favourite was the last in the
trilogy, Mambo 3XXI, choreographed
Kinetik Dance Company
by the dance company’s principal,
George Cespedes. The work opens
The company is now in its second
with the dancers in strict formation,
term and busy preparing for the Step
executing rigid dance moves as if
into Dance heats on 6th May in the
they were a military drill. However
Townley Theatre. This year we are
this then adapts and loosens into a
hosting the borough event and look
burst of upbeat, cheerful and
forward to welcoming the local
extremely entertaining salsa and jive.
schools to showcase their work as
part of the Jack Petchy Step into
Danza Contemporanea de Cuba was
Dance initiative in association with
technically excellent and it is not
the Royal Academy of Dancing.
difficult to believe that Cuba
produces some of the world’s finest
contemporary and ballet dancers who Dance Department
perform around the globe setting very
high standards. The evening was
thoroughly enjoyed by all and a rare

Year 13 Trip to Berlin

We were hoping to escape the
miserable English weather but were
instead met with the snowy ice- rink
that was Berlin! Only three of us had
managed not to fall over by the end of
the trip! Despite the -3°C conditions,
it was a most enjoyable trip. The visit
involved much sightseeing and
highlights included seeing the famous
Brandenburg Gate and the remains of
the Berlin Wall. We also had the
opportunity to visit Germany Trade
and Invest for an informative talk
about the German economy.
We visited many interesting
museums, including the Checkpoint
Charlie Wall Museum which
exhibited the extraordinary lengths
that people went to in order to cross
the border and the Stasi Museum
where we discovered how ordinary
objects such as rocks and ties were
used as microphones to spy on people
during the time of the GDR.
We were also able to go to
Sachsenhausen, a former
concentration camp to learn about the
victims and conditions in the camp.
We had the chance to go up the
Reichstag and it was a pleasant
experience to view Berlin from
above, with the city lights shining
from below.
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On Thursday, we finally arrived back
in England, a day late, after the
snowstorm in Berlin led to us being
on a plane for seven hours without
even taking off!
We all found it a very enjoyable trip
and brought back hordes of the now
renowned Ampelmann goodies.
Many thanks to Mr Symes and Miss
Goodwin for organising and taking us
on the trip.
Sarah and Holly Year 13

Netball Success for Year 7
Firstly, I would like to start by
thanking everyone that attended
netball club; there have been a series
of matches where the people who
attend netball club regularly have had
an opportunity to play. The league,
that has been running since October,
included many local schools.
Everyone is proud to say that we have
been extremely successful in not
having a single defeat. This means
that we have won the Bexley League!
On Thursday 18th March girls from
Year 7 travelled to Rainham School
for the Kent tournament. This was a
very tough competition, which the
squad found very tiring and difficult.
We were up against some very
competitive schools in our section,
and although we didn’t go through,
we all tried our best and were proud
of our efforts.
The squad included:
Rosie Jones
Alanah Wiesbauer
Lucy George
Victoria Blincoe

Joanne Okusanya
Alex Clarke
Morayo Shittu
Eloise Payne
Zoë Nengite
Ellis Lusted
All of the squad would like to say a
huge thank you to Ms Roberts for
driving the mini bus and to Ms
Blazeby for being our coach. We
hope to be just as successful next
year.
Rosie Year 7

